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INTRODUCTION

Socialization occurs within cultures. People are born and

learn how to think, feel, and form expectations based on what a

particular culture considers proper. Thus, culture can be understood

♦ as the form or pattern of living. (Samavor, et al, p. 23)

Communication skills, social acts, friendships, physical expressions,

economic and political processes, all reflect the patterns of a

culture. Familiar behavior forms attitudes that permit individuals to

interpret a society’s expectations. When individuals cross cultures,

difficulties arise as norms are compared. By comparison, “. . . 

familiar behaviors that marked a well-adjusted person in their own 

culture are seen as indicative of an ill-mannered person." (Brislin, et 

al, p. 13) People tend to create bairiers when they consider another

culture’s behavior as improper. An intense dislike based on cultural

differences leads to negative labeling and eventually to a refusal to 

interact with the society. (Brislin, et al, p. 16) When intercultural
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barriers are not successfully overcome, people often react

with prejudice, stereotype formation, and discrimination.

Prejudice and discrimination are culturally based and expressed

through a society's communication channels.

Culture and communication are inseparable because culture not 
only dictates who talks with whom, about what,... it also helps 
to determine how people encode messages, the meanings they 
have for messages, and the conditions and circumstances under 
which various messages may or may not be sent, noticed, or 
interpreted. . . . Cultural variance in how people encode and 
decode messages is the foremost problem in intercultural 
communication. (Brislin, et al, p. 24)

American response to the Japanese culture is a historical

personification of intercultural miscommunication.

European based, American standards were the measures used to

assess the Asian culture and people of Japan. Vast differences in

message intentions created cultural and intellectual conflicts.

Technologically advanced Americans perceived themselves to be

superior to the Japanese of the 1800s. The distinct and highly

intellectual level of the Japanese was not recognized by Americans.

Thus the extreme form of prejudice, racism, became a part of

Japanese-American relations. Racism may be defined as "certain 

people believlingj that members of a given cultural group are inferior
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according to some imagined standard and that the group members are

not worthy of decent treatment." (Samavor and Porter, p. 368)

The 1987 National Best Book Award, nonfiction, went to John

W. Dower for his book, War Without Mercy: Race And Power In the

Pacific War. Through the communication media of a notable book,

Dower uncovers the powerful truth that racism feeds men’s

brutality often to the point of war. The war againt Germany was

ideological while the fight against Japan was a racial war. "Western

• filmmakers and publicists found a place for the 'good German' in their

propaganda, but no comparable counterpart for the Japanese." (Dower, 

p. 322) Communication avenues, such as radio programming, 

newspapers, and magazines, spread and reinforced America's cultural

prejudice against Japan.

The manipulation of the press and radio allowed both nations

to distort cultural truths. Each nation interpreted the actions of the

other by its own cultural standards. Before and during World War II, 

blatant and subtle uses of journalism and the audio media promoted

racial prejudices. Articles and films graphically presented the 

cultures as alien and threatening one to the other. As far back as the 

eighteenth century, Americans and Japanese had judged each other to
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be backward, ignorant, and ill-mannered; thus early biases formed the

beginnings of racist attitudes.

America’s initial diplomatic encounter with Japan proved

to be a prophetic view of the relationships that would follow

between the countries. In the mid-1800s, international

understanding was hindered because America’s ambitions served

expansionist interests and not intercultural education. Multiple

communication avenues alienated the two countries rather than

• constructed paths toward mutual appreciation. Diplomatic

communique, business reports, and sailors' letters misrepresented

the Japanese social system. The tragedy of America’s blindness in

relationship to Japan's people and culture produced a national attitude

of racism, an attitude that has promoted selective interpretation

since the 1800s.

Various selective processes were set in motion to structure

stereotypes and prejudice. Samovar, Porter, and Jain contend that

"selective perception, selective interpretation, selective retention,

selective recall, and selective relay” perpetuate stereotypes and 

prejudices that once formed tend to persist. (Samovar, et al, p. 126)

t
The eighteenth century Americans noticed and interpretated the
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Japanese cultural differences as primitive and alien; they

remembered and shared the experiences that emphasized difference

rather than commonality. Prejudice affected American beliefs and 

attitudes. "Stereotypes and prejudices usually predispose us to act

toward members of other cultures in ways that inhibit meaningful

intercultural communication." (Samovar and Porter, p. 128) To be

sure cross-cultural interaction between the United States and Japan

increased anti-Japanese sentiment.

• In the 1930s and 40s, the United States denounced the Nazi

theories of Aryan supremacy yet imposed black segregation and

maintained an immigration policy biased against all nonwhites. "The

Hearst newspapers declared the war in Asia totally different from

the threat in Europe, for Japan was a 'racial menace' as well as a

cultural and religious one. . . . Popular writers described the war

against Japan as 'a holy war, a racial war of greater significance than 

any the world has heretofore seen.'" (Dower, p. 7) The propaganda 

intent to stir Americans is evident in the words "of greater

significance," however, the emphasis on the Japanese as a “racial

menace" marks all Japanese as enemies. A concept of contrast since

t
the hatred against the Nazis was not a hate directed at all Germans.
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Americans perceived the Japanese "as inherently inferior men

and women who had to be understood in terms of primitivism,

childishness, and collective mental and emotional deficiency.

Cartoonist, songwriters, filmmakers, war correspondents, and the 

mass media in general seized on these images." (Dower, p. 9) 

However, as the war progressed the Japanese myopic, apelike image

changed to reflect the contemptible yet formidable kamikaze enemy.

The semantic expressions of war used racist code words and imagery

• that convinced Americans that their obsessions were honorable. "For

example, teatfornecX, the Marine monthly, ran a photograph of

Japanese corpses on Guadalcanal with an uppercase headline reading

'GOOD JAPS' and a caption emphasizing that ’GOOD JAPS are dead

Japs.'" ( Dower, p. 79)

Negative labels used by adults were but one racist example; the 

imagery was passed to children as well. “Savage Japanese behavior 

in China and throughout Southeast Asia, as well as in the treatment of

the Allied prisoners, was offered as proof of the inherent barbarity of 

the enemy." (Dower, p. 12) According to the historian, William 

Greytak, the pictures of such atrocities were displayed on bubblegum

cards and collected by American children; thus, the young were
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instilled with contempt. News films, radio broadcasts, bubblegum

cards, and newspapers promoted a vicious circle of race hate.

The battlefield practice of the Allies collecting Japanese

skulls and bones was viewed as self-righteous acts of retaliation.

Brutal acts of war are the reality of war. Nonetheless, there was a

distinction made as Japanese atrocities were publicized. The Bataan

Death March of April 1942 was a devastating story. "Thousands of

Americans and Filipinos died of illness and exhaustion or were

• summarily killed. The government had the information for over

half a year before deciding to release it, and its announcement on

January 28 was coordinated with a paralled statement by the British 

government..(Dower, p. 51) Understandably, nations perceived the 

Japanese capable of any conceivable brutality. Japanese abuses of

war, such as shooting pilots in their parachutes and burning or

burying men alive, were graphically explained to the Americans. “To

quote a typical response to the Bataan horror, such atrocities

revealed ‘the true nature of the enemy ... an enemy that seems to be a

beast which sometimes stands erect." (Dower, p. 52)

The truth about Japanese wartime autrocities must not be

diminished. However, German army brutalities and the Nazi death
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camps were viewed as transgressions by the military under Hitler's

command. American indignation and horror rose against the Nazis’ as

a corrupt military system not against the entire German race. Also it

is important to note that rather than curb American barbarity,

American military personnel and civilians reacted with their own 

brutal brand of justice. "The propagandistic deception often lies, not

in the false claims of enemy atrocities, but in the pious depiction of 

such behavior as peculiar to the other side.” (Dower, p. 12) Edgar L.

• Jones, a former American war correspondent in the Pacific, was

quoted in the Atfantte "'tie shot prisoners in cold blood,

wiped out hospitals, strafed lifeboats, killed or mistreated enemy

civilians, finished off the enemy wounded, tossed the dying into a

hole with the dead, ... or carved their bones into letter openers."

(Dower, p. 64) While most military men did not participate in or 

condone such behavior, many men participated in or witnessed the

killing of helpless, captured Japanese.

A well known practice was the collection of gold teeth and

collecting ears. In April 1943, the fo/timm Smj printed a story 

about a mother seeking permission from the government for "her son

to mail her an ear he had cut off a Japanese soldier in the South
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Pacific." (Dower, p. 65) The ttetrwt free Press- ran a story about an

enlisted man promising his chaplain "the third pair of ears he

collected."

Most combatants did not engage in such souvenir hunting,... at 
the same time, most fighting men had personal knowledge of 
such practices and accepted them as inevitable under the 
circumstances. It is virtually inconceivable, however, that 
teeth, ears, and skulls could have been collected from German or 
Italian war dead and publicized in the Anglo-American countries 
without provoking an uproar; and in this we have yet another 
inkling of the racial dimensions of the war. (Dower, p. 66)

Observers in the Allied camp were persuaded that the Japanese

not only deserved to be exterminated, but had to be. . . . It is 
understandable that men in battle become obsessed with 
annihilating the foe. In the case of the Japanese enemy, however, 
the obsession extended to many men and women far removed 
from the place of battle, and came to embrace not just the 
enemy's armed forces but the Japanese as a race and culture. 
(Dower, p. 53)

The extreme of considering the entire Japanese race as the enemy

stands as part of the reasoning that Americans were acting

appropriately by interning the Japanese-Americans.

Army Chief of Staff George C. Marshall commissioned Hollywood 

director Frank Capra to produce documentary films that would prepare

Americans for their part in World War II. Capra's films have become

classics of wartime cinematic propaganda. Films such as Pre/ude ic.
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War, Mfa/ M? HgM , and X'frw ftwr Fxemg-Jsp&i provoked the 

American belief that the only conceivable response to the Japanese

was complete submission. (Dower, p. 15)

Prejudice, racism, and acts of descrimination against the

Japanese were condoned because Americans were influenced by 

persuasion factors. From the early Japanese-American encounters

through the years of World War II, persuasive appeals were used to

influence American behavior. Logic, psychological appeals, selective

• explanations, analogies, and specific-point illustrations were the

communication expressions that swayed American perceptions.

Propaganda devices increased the biases against the Japanese.

Americans submitted to the propaganda based on perceptions about

the legitimacy of the appeals. At that time in history, people

believed the information passed to them by the government, an

explanation consistent with the "top-down theory." The "consent

theory" supports the concept that the people consented to believe or

accepted the information as accurate without questioning the 

sources. (Koehler, et al, p. 192) Based on American willingness to 

accept the persuasive appeals that expanded the gap of intercultural

understanding, war propaganda had excessive influence.
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During World War II, policy makers behind the scenes

understood the consequences of war in terms such as control of

territory, markets, and natural resources. In truth, propaganda is a

natural instrument of war. Nations seek to incite their armies to be

the better fighters. At the request of Army Chief of Staff George

Marshall, Frank Capra became the director of the orientation films for

American troops. Capra's motto "decisively shaped the style and

texture of the films: 'Let the enemy prove to our soldiers the enormity 

• of his cause—and the justness of ours."' (Dower, p. 16) Capra became

determined to inspire all Americans with the will to win. While

propaganda is a part of war, excesses must be recognized and 

accountability understood. The thesis of the following script is that

propaganda, building on a historical foundation and using

communication channels, produced excessive discrimination both in

the United States and abroad. The communication aspects of

anti-Japanese racism are examined in a historical matrix.

The thesis illustrates the propaganda devices used to

manipulate the perceptions of Americans. The communication

channels that transmitted the persuasive appeals move from

simplistic nonverbal impressions to the more sophisticated
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manipulation of propaganda devices. Chapter one will introduce the

initial setting for intercultural misunderstanding. Half-truths, the 

big lie, and the thin-entering-wedge propaganda devices will 

demonstrate how misperceptions moved Americans away from

understanding the Japanese. Evidence edited for the appearance of 

truth creates a half-truth; to produce the big lie, a lie is told big 

enough and often enough to be accepted as truth; and the 

thin-entering-wedge is a scare tactic. (Doob, p. 286) Logical and

• psychological appeals also played an important part in the

undermining of Japanese-American relationships.

Chapter two exposes the actual excesses of wartime

propaganda against the Japanese. There is no intent to dilute the 

diabolical acts of war by any nation. Rather, the purpose is to

demonstrate a more intense hatred against the Japanese as a race, a

hatred that permitted the incarceration of over 110,000

Japanese-Americans. The communication strategies that fueled

racist acts were illustrations, analogies, repetition and restatement,

testimonies, and glittering generalities. The material confirms that 

racist views influenced American policies concerning Japan and the

war.
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Chopter three emphasizes specific communication devises

used to present the Japanese race as subhuman. Unethical labeling,

analogies, selective definitions, and quotes from experts proved to 

be highly influencial propaganda devices.

Once victory over Japan was achieved, restoration of reality

between the United States and Japan was possible. Chapter four

considers the steps toward mutual intercultural understanding

between Japan and America. The section demonstrates that

communication channels continue to be the avenues of influence. The

long held racist views are dying a slow death, nonetheless, 

intercultural interaction suggests that indeed anti-Japanese

sentiments are dying.

The conclusion reflects on the communication processes that

demonstrated the propaganda and persuasive excesses against Japan. 

Intercultural misunderstanding allowed racism to grow and bear the

fruit of Japanese-American incarceration. Nonetheless, America is

capable of learning from mistakes. American is now making foreign

policy and trade arrangements based on a broader knowledge and

increased intercultural understanding rather than the racial criteria

of the past.

CURETTE LIBRARY 
CARROLL COLLEGE
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I. AMERICA COMMUNICATES WITH JAPAN:

AN EXERCISE IN MISUNDERSTANDING

The mid-1800's revealed America's expansionist mood. The vast

frontiers of the continent had been reached; Americans wanted to

develop further horizons. The push for expanded trade was strong.

Already America had moved into the China markets when the decision

was made to demand trade relations with Japan. The influence of

communication factors upon anti-Japanese biases began with

American and Japanese encounters in 1853.

America's first diplomatic communication was extended to

Japan through the Naval officer, Commodore William C. Perry. Edwin

0. Reischauer in his book. Japan the Story of a Nation, introduces the

first scene of American-Japanese diplomatic and trade relations. In

July 1853 Commodore Perry sailed into Tokyo Bay with great, "black
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ships." Reischauer relates that Perry understood the dramatic

statement of the massive, steam-powered ships envisioned against

Japan's antiquated defenses. Perry further emphasized the message 

by having his men perform military-drill exercises each day, top deck,

in full view of the islanders.

The military display was tempered by Perry's respectful

manner of speech with the Japanese. Nonetheless, Perry's use of

nonverbal intimidation supported the success of his mission.

• Reischauer relates Perry's ability to comprehend the manipulative

use of power, "after delivering a letter from the President of the

United States, Perry withdrew . . . with the promise that he would 

return early the next year to receive a reply.” (Reischauer, p. 

110-111) History confirms the success of Commodore Perry and his

successor, Towsend Harris; for America was the first Western power

to sign treaties with Japan.

In their book, Interpersonal Conflict, Joyce Hocker and William

Wilmot claim that "all conflicts are expressed through communication

..." (Hocker and Wilmot, p. 36) The initial conflict between Japan

and America concerned trade. Americans perceived that trade was

e
economically beneficial while the Japanese preferred to maintain
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isolationist policies. Hoeker and Wilmot contend that "power is

present in all social interactions." (Hoeker and Wilmot, p. 70) The

overt power demonstrated by Commodore Perry coincided with Japan’s

internal disruption; thus, the treaty was not merely the result of

American persuasion. The misguided perception allowed Americans to 

believe they alone were controlling the power balance when they were

not. Perry’s confidence in the power currencies of American prestige 

and military strength led him to overestimate his perceived authority.

• Unfortunately most Americans believed that the opening of

diplomatic relations and trade with Japan was due solely to

America's strength. A more accurate perception would reveal that 

Japan was historically ripe for America's intrusion. Japan was 

emerging from the centuries-old, Tokugawa shogunate rule. A new 

concept of constitutional government was being developed by 

insightful, capable, young men; and at the same time, Japan was 

experiencing the rise of a strong merchant class. Economic and 

government changes coupled to produce a receptive attitude for trade 

with America. Therefore, the initial American-Japanese encounter

became encased with misconceptions because American statesmen

e
communicated the idea that trade was due to "gunboat diplomacy."
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The truth about Japan had been selectively reported leaving out

the fact:

there was in mid-nineteenth-century Japan already a substantial 
intellectual capital for investment in a modern state. Literacy 
was widespread, comparing favorably with that in Western 
Europe or America. Respect for education and intellectual 
curiosity were strong. A trained and sophisticated body of 
government functionaries already existed. ... A powerful and 
successful merchant class had developed the institutional 
framework of modern capitalism. And Japan's farmers were 
sufficiently skillful and industrious to produce the surpluses 
needed to finance the factories, the ships, and railroads 
necessary to carry the nation into the era of steam and iron.

Japanese had a strong sense of national identity, based upon 
• cultural, linguistic, ethnic homogeneity, and given form by the

imperial institution and by Shinto. Sensitivity toward and 
appreciation of military science characterized the samurai 
leadership of Japan. Their sense of the vulnerability of the 
nation was very great, and many of them were ready to look 
beyond the gun to the making of it, and all that meant in terms of 
social change. They were prepared to forge ahead to make the
necessary changes. (Thomson, et al, p. 69)

The American public arid government officials accepted lesser

interpretations of Japanese culture. Thus the half-truths about Japan

provided serious areas for misunderstanding. The stories about

barbaric feudal practices and public bathhouses better supported the

selective information requirements. As the tales about the people

who slept on mats and wore kimonos grew, so did shadows of

apprehension. Racism was at this point more felt than stated.
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However, the tensions of immigration changed America's prejudicial

stance to bitter acts of discrimination.

The immigration that followed the trade agreements became

embedded in communication difficulties. The two nations did not

understand one another's languages or cultural practices. Japan had 

finely tuned the art of adaptation through cultural exchanges with

China. Japan transferred the skill of adaptation to American

encounters. America on the other hand possessed an attitude of

• superiority to the Japanese and stood rigid against the acceptance of

Asians. The initial intercultural contacts proved to be the seedbeds

of misunderstanding. Open and meaningful exchange was limited as

the Japanese came to America's west coast.

Significant immigration from Japan started about 1690. First

generation Japanese are called Issei; the American born, second

generation Japanese-Americans are called Nisei. In the book,

Concentration Camps: North America, author Roger Daniels maintains

that the Issei transformed California's agricultural position,

"preventing a ruinous slump" by their dedication to hard work, and the

ability to survive on meager means. Nonetheless, Americans reacted

with irrational fear believing that the Asian, hard-work ethic would
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destroy the whole of America’s work force. Hoeker and Wilmot define 

a reward as any positively perceived physical, economic, or social

consequence. Americans perceived the Issei and Nisei to be in

competition for economic rewards.

Economic competition led to the total break-down in

communication between the American and Japanese communities.

Without channels for clear communication, trust and compatible

goals were difficult, if not impossible, to build. Behind the

• American misconceptions of Japanese competition were these

realities: the Issei were farmers, common laborers, or domestic

servants.

Issei businesses catered to the immigrant community; others 
provided specialized services to the whites (for example, 
contract gardening)... a smaller group ... went into commercial 
fishing. . . . Issei formed a complementary rather than a 
competing economy. . . . The Issei subeconomy neither lowered 
wages nor put white men out of work. (Daniels, p. 5-9)

The anti-Japanese sentiment spread regardless of the fact that

less than a thousand Japanese lived in California. (Daniels, p. 8)

Daniels reports that the "crusade" against the Japanese was blatant; 

growing racism allowed Americans to behave with aggresive, physical

abuse. "Apparently there were never any convictions of whites for
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assault on Japanese . . . although several Japanese were punished 

when they tried to defend themselves." (Daniels p. 12) Attitudes of

racism grew unchecked; turmoil erupted. The nation communicated an

attitude of anti-Asian sentiment which prevented positive help to the

Japanese community. The big lie propaganda tactic of convincing 

Americans that the Japanese would take over the job opportunities of

the entire west coast whipped people into an anxious state against 

the Japanese. Thus racist attitudes allowed Americans to ignore the

• growing mistreatment of the Japanese.

The Nisei grew up only to become frustrated by the conflict of

obedience to Issei parents and the untouchable world of being wholly

American. The Issei maintained a determination that their children

should adapt themselves end excel in the American schools. America

tolerated the education of the Nisei yet denied them employment or

any economic opportunity outside of the Japanese community. Baird

explains that, "some messages are called dmMe-Mfatts because they

tell the receiver to perform two messages and thus create problems

I
for individuals who must decide which of the behaviors they are to

perform." (Koehler, p. 117) By allowing the opportunities for

education without avenues for application, Americans communicated
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a double-blind message to the Japanese-Americans.

In the text, Understanding Intercultural Communication. Larry

Samovar, Richard Porter, and Nemi Jain explain that "stereotypes and 

prejudice affect intercultural contacts in many ways." (Samovar, et 

al, p. 126) American stereotyping of the Issei and Nisei intensified to 

the point of overt prejudical actions. The Japanese were rejected

from acceptance into the mainstream of American life. Contacts

between the groups were not under the conditions Samovar, Porter,

• and Jain describe as favorable. Americans presented little

opportunity for interaction based on "equal status, supportive social

climate, intimate rather than superficial contact, a pleasant or

rewarding outcome, and shared participation in functionally

important activities or development of some common goals."

(Samovar, et al, p. 127)

To better understand America's attitude of racism, Daniels

presents a summary of the irrational thinking that produced national

fear. Daniels writes about America's receptiveness "to believe

almost anything about the Japanese." (Daniels, p. 29) He goes on to 

explain that illusions about the "yellow peril" were perpetuated for

over fifty years with exaggerated tales of invasion by Asian hordes.
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Daniels notes that the term "yellow peril" was supposedly coined by

German Kaiser Wilhelm II about 1895 but disseminated with a theme

of fear throughout America via the newspaper chain of William

Randolph Hearst. Racism encased in fear, the propaganda device of

creating a thin-entering-wedge, became the essence of

misunderstanding between the developers of American foreign policy

and the actual conditions of Japan.

James Thomson, Peter Stanley, and Curtis Perry, the authors of

• Sentimental Imperialists, summarize the problems found in the

1930s. The Japanese faced: a population explosion, a need to expand

trade, a devastating depression, a decline of parlimentary 

government, and a rise of the militarist. (Thomson, et al, p. 156) 

They further note that during the same time, the United States was

experiencing internal struggles such as influxes of immigrants, too 

much investment in the industrial economy, unemployment, and

political conflicts. (Thomson, et al, p. 98-99) The American

struggles combined with Asian cultural misperceptions to produce a

blindness concerning Japan's changing attitudes.

To solve Japan's internal problems the militarist expanded into

China. Through the years, international tensions increased over
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Japan's expansion. America's rigid response is outlined in the

December 1, 1941, issue of Time. “Four points were given as summing

up Secretary Hull’s counter-demands on the Japanese: 1) that Japan 

withdraw from the Axis; 2) get out of China and French Indo-China; 3) 

renounce aggression; 4) observe the principle of equal trade 

opportunity in the Pacific.” Time suggested questions that referred

to important issues between Japan and America; however, rather than

delve more deeply into the crucial matters, the article shifted into

• unsupported rhetoric. An apparent opportunity for a communication

media to present in-depth understanding between the countries was

bypassed.

The anti-Japanese turbulence brewed until December 7,1941.

When Japan attacked Pearl Harbor, radios and newspapers carried the

devastating news across America. The attack upon Pearl Harbor was a

willful act of war by the Japanese. Japan's actions cannot be

condoned. However, the event spawned reactions in the United States

that served purposes beyond the act of war Japan committed. The

policy makers of the United States used every communciation

avenue available to promote anti-Japanese propaganda and

apprehension about a Pacific war so that the ulterior aims of the
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Allied forces might be accomplished.

As reported in the show-business journal Variety on May 20, 
1942, newsmen, radio broadcasters, and Hollywood filmakers all 
were requested riot to concentrate on leaders such as Hitler and 
Emperor Hirohito, but rather ‘to use a wider symbol than a single 
individual for the Nazis and the Japs.'... 'Americans ... would be 
better haters-and thus better fighters and workers-if they are 
not beclouded with the false idea that the enemy is a bunch of 
poor, misguided people, who deserve more pity than bullets and 
bombs.' Despite such avowed policies, Western filmakers and 
publicists found a place for the 'good German' in their 
propaganda, but no comparable counterpart for the Japanese. 
(Dower, p. 322)
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II. POLICY MAKERS MANIPULATE ATTITUDES

TO ACCOMPLISH WAR AIMS

The December 7th attack on Pearl Harbor by the Japanese

officially brought America into World War II. However, rather than 

• directing America's primary war effort at Japan the aggressor, the

United States followed Allied plans made in early 1941 which

projected Germany as the foremost enemy. Robert Swartout's lecture

of March 18, 1985, clarified the intentions of the Allies. He explained

that Hitler was seen as the one to destroy humankind; therefore, the

war effort in Europe deserved first attention. He stated that the

initial Pacific strategy was to keep Japan in check. Swartout

summarized the Allied plan as a move toward Pacific victory once

Allied domination in Europe was accomplished. The major events of

World War II upheld the plans the Allied powers had prescribed. The

scope of the war was international. However, the reaction of

Americans demonstrated the political use of Japan's attack to support
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United States foreign policies in Europe. (Swartout, lecture)

One objective of the United States government was to capitalize

upon the shock and disbelief of Japan's "sneak attack." The country

unified around the war effort and became determined to "get on with

the job. ... A thousand movies and stories and reminiscences have 

recorded the solemnity with which the nation reacted to that 'day of 

infamy' in 1941." (Daniels, p. 32) Long standing anti-Japanese

sentiments stirred irrational behavior toward the Japanese.

• The zealous authorities in Norfolk, Va. did not even wait to
hear from the FBI. They rounded up every Japanese they could 
find, clapped them in jail. ... At Ann Arbor, Mich., a young 
Filipino marched into police station, asked politely: "Now can I 
shoot the first Japanese I see?" In Nashville, Tennessee's 
Department of Conservation put in a requisition for 6,000,000 
licenses to hunt Japs at a fee of $2 each. The purchasing 
department vetoed the requisition, with the note: "Open season 
on 'Japs'-no license required." (Time, 22 December1941)

Newspapers and radio commentators daily incited the public toward

racial violence with inflammatory headlines carried throughout the

nation. The communication networks intended to further particular

racist views among the "nervous general public."

Although the press literally abounded with stories. . . none of 
these stories had any basis in fact; amazingly, there was not one 
demonstrable incident of sabotage committed by a 
Japanese-American, alien or native-born, during the entire war. 
Here are a few representative headlines:
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JAP BOAT FLASHES MESSAGE ASHORE 

ENEMY PLANES SIGHTED OVER CALIFORNIA COAST 

TWO JAPANESE WITH MAPS AND ALIEN LITERATURE SEIZED 

VEGETABLES FOUND FREE OF POISON 

CAPS ON JAPANESE TOMATO PLANTS POINT TO AIR BASE 

JAPANESE HERE SENT VITAL DATA TO TOKYO

In short, any reading of the wartime Pacific Coast press-or 
for that matter viewing the wartime movies that still pollute 
our television channels-shows clearly that, although a 
distinction was continually being made between "good” and "bad" 
Germans ... few distinctions were ever made between Japanese. 
The evil deeds of Hitler's Germany were the deeds of bad men; 
the evil deeds of Tojo and Hirohito's Japan were the deeds of a 
bad race. (Daniels, pp. 33-44)

A typical reaction was that Italian's such as the DeMaggio's

with their baseball playing sons could only be patriotic families.

German descendents lived throughout America, but suspicion was

suspended even when information was confirmed about the some

40,000, German-born aliens who, "were organized into the overtly

pro-Nazi German-American Bund." (Daniels, p. 27)

During World War II, Hitler's behavior defiled mankind with

hideous acts. Ultimately America reacted with horror to the stories

of concentration camps and mass murders. America's internment of

Japanese aliens and Japanese-Americans cannot be equated to Hitler's

concentration camps of starvation and death; nevertheless, America
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must accept responsibility for the systematic denial of

constitutional rights to Americans of Japanese descent. Hitler

sought annihilation of a race, and America sought control over a race;

a vast difference exists between the ultimate goals. Nonetheless,

America stands as a nation dedicated to the right of freedom for all; 

how then, were Americans able to strip that freedom so easily from

the Japanese?

The United States government prepared an answer in the form of

• a ten minute film that explained the necessity of Japanese

internment. "The uncertainty of what would happen in case of an

Japanese invasion still remained. That is why the commanding

general of the Western Command determined that all Japanese within

the costal area should move inland." (Film, 1942) The government

film depicts the relocation events for several thousand Japanese.

Milton S. Eisenhower, Director of the War Relocation Authority, is the

narrator whose concluding remarks symbolize a nation consumed with

idealized racism. Eisenhower ends the film by saying:

Now this brief picture is actually the prologue of a story 
that is yet to be told, ... It will be fully told only when 
circumstances permit the loyal American citizens to once again 
enjoy the freedom we in this country cherish, and the disloyal, 
we hope, have left this country for good. In the meantime we're
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setting a standard for the rest of the world in the treatment of 
people who may have loyalty to an enemy nation. We are 
protecting ourselves without violating the principles of 
Christian decency. (Film, 1942)

The film became a series of half-truths as revealed by the reality of

events. The point is proven as Eisenhower refers to the captive

Japanese as "loyal American citizens," and then in the next sentence

infers that they are "people who may have loyalty to an enemy nation."

The realities were thinly veiled. President Roosevelt signed 

Executive Order 9066 on February 19, 1942, authorizing mass
*

evacuation and internment of the Issei and Nisei. "Both the Fifth and

Fourteenth Amendments to the Constitution providing for 'due process

of law' and 'equal protection under the law for all citizens,’ were

flagrantly ignored in the name of military expediency, and the forced 

eviction was carried out purely on the basis of race." (Uchida, p. 57) 

Dower illustrates how a diary's notation summarizes the impact of

incarcerating Americans:

Secretary of War Henry Stimson, who assumed major 
responsibility for the decision to go ahead with Executive Order 
9066, recorded in his diary for February 10, 1942, that in his 
estimation second-generation Japanese-Americans were even 
more dangerous than their immigrant parents. They either had to 
be removed from the coastal areas as part of a general 
evacuation, he continued, "or by frankly trying to put them out on 
the ground that their racial characteristics are such that we
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is the fact but I am afraid it will make a tremendous hole in our 
constitutional system to apply it." (Dower, p. 80)

The American public was aware of the incarcerations yet

made no effort to seek alternative action. Occasionally small

religious groups, such as the Quakers, made attempts to comfort the

Japanese-Americans. The message to the American public had been

skillfully manipulated to show acceptable reason for the flagrant

violation of rights and the exploitation of financial losses for the

incarcerated Japanese-Americans. Through the persuasive process of

well prepared communication sequences, American consciences were

soothed to accept the denials that any real acts had been committed

against the United States constitution.

Daniels writes about the issues of error that provided

justification for the mass internment. Daniels' summation is direct:

The myth of military necessity was used as a fig leaf for a 
particular variant of American racism. On the very day that the 
President signed the order, a conference at General Headquarters 
heard and approved an opposite opinion. Army Intelligence 
reported, officially, that it believed "mass evacuation 
unnecessary." (Daniels, p. 71)

Daniels expounds on the issues behind President Roosevelt's decision

for allowing the mass evacuation by saying that expediency and
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Roosevelt's personally held racist views (shared by the general 

American public) became the impetus for the nation's behavior.

Mounting, supporting evidence indicated that no reason beyond racism 

was found for the agonies suffered by the Issei and Nisei.

Mi chi Weglyn in her book, Veers of Infamy: The Untold Story of

America's Concentration Camps, relates further information that

reveals the nonsense of mass relocation. Weglyn presents the data

that underscored Japanese-American loyalty; the account deserves

• lengthy quotation:

With all signs pointing to a rapid approach of war and the 
Hawaiian naval outpost the probable target, a highly secret 
intelligence-gathering was immediately ordered by the 
President. Mandated with pro forma investigative powers as a 
Special Representative of the State Department was one Curtis 
B. Munson. His mission: to get as precise a picture as possible of 
the degree of loyalty to be found among residents of Japanese 
descent, both on the West Coast of the United States arid in 
Hawaii.

Carried out in the month of October and the first weeks of 
November, Munson's investigation resulted in a twenty-five page 
report of uncommon significance, especially as it served to 
corroborate data representing more than a decade of prodigious 
snooping and spying by the various U. S. intelligence services, 
both domestic and military. It certified a remarkable, even 
extraordinary degree of loyalty among this generally suspect 
ethnic group. (Weglyn, p. 34)

America's disregard for such evidence demonstrates political policy built

on intentions and the use of communication influences to accommodate
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policy.

Two issues surfaced as dominate reasons for the incarceration

of the Japanese-Americans. One reason was that the Japanese residents

were interned to protect them from the irrational anger of other 

Americans. Finding documentation for this position has proven evasive; 

apparently there are few, if any, ready to document that Americans

believed they should incarcerate the Japanese-Americans to prevent their

being abused or killed.

• The second and primary reason raised for the incarceration was the

fear that Japan would invade the west coast and the Japanese-Americans

would support Japan. In 1942 Milton S. Eisenhower, Director of the War

Relocation Authority, stated that,

when the Japanese attacked Pearl Harbor our west coast became 
a potential combat zone. Living in that zone were more than one 
hundred thousand persons of Japanese ancestry. Two-thirds of 
them American citizens, one-third aliens. We knew that some 
among them were potentially dangerous; most were loyal. But no 
one knew what would happen among this concentrated population 
if Japanese forces should try to invade our shores. Military 
authorities therefore determined that all of them, citizens and 
aliens alike, would have to move. (Film, 1942)

The invasion fear was felt by Americans but not substantiated.

Another point is that the Japanese-Americans were not released when

west coast security was assured. Proof was already evident that the
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significantly greeter number of Japanese-Americans on Pearl Harbor

had not aided the Japanese. Rather, propaganda drawing on 

blood-will-tell racist images and expressions flooded the west coast 

cities. Understandably the citizens of the day were persuaded that 

indeed national security was the issue.

Investigation revealed that racism was the actual reason

behind the incarceration of over 110,000 Japanese-Americans.

In a telephone conversation shortly before the order for 
evacuation was signed by President Roosevelt, John J. McCloy,

• the influential assistant secretary of war, agreed with the more
prosaic summation of the problem made by Lieutenant General 
John L. De Witt, commanoer of the Western Defense Command, to 
the effect that whereas Germans and Italians could be treated as 
individuals, "a Jap is a Jap." General De Witt, who administered 
the evacuation, still found the phrasing felicitous over a year 
later when called upon to testify before a congressional 
committee as to why the incarcerated Japanese-Americans, even 
bonafide citizens, still could not be allowed to return home. "A 
Jap's a Jap,” he reiterated in public testimony in April 1943. 
“You can't change him by giving him a piece of paper." Indeed, in 
General De Witt's view, the menace posed by the Japanese could 
only be eliminated by destroying the Japanese as a race.... "the 
Japs we will be worried about all the time until they are wiped 
off the face of the map." This was, by then, familiar rhetoric in 
the nation’s capital. A day before the president signed the 
executive order of February 19, a member of the House of 
Representatives had declared that the Japanese should be 
removed "even to the third and fourth generation." "Once a Jap, 
always a Jap,” exclaimed John Rankin of Mississippi. "You can't 
any more regenerate a Jap than you can reverse the laws of 
nature." (Dower, p. 81)
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The nations leaders were quoted in Time, life, and

also in national newspapers, and over the radio using the

persuasion appeals of repetition and restatement, and selective

definitions. The propaganda devises of unethical labeling and 

glittering generalities encouraged Americans to believe that the

entire Japanese race was hostile.

Daniels reports the evidence of historian Stetson Conn: there

was "little support for the argument that military necessity required 

• a mass evacuation." (Daniels, p. 72) Demanding west coast groups and

influencial federal officials were part of the pressure for the

president to begin the evacuation and resettlement. Such groups were

important,

but even more important than the peculiar racism of a region was 
the general racist character of American society. The decision 
to evacuate the Japanese was popular, not only in California and 
the West, but in the entire nation, although only on the West 
Coast was it a major issue in early 1942.

The leader of the nation, was, in the final analysis, 
responsible. It was Franklin Roosevelt, who in one short 
telephone call, passed the decision-making power to two men ... 
saying only, with the politician's charm and equivocation: "Be as 
reasonable as you can." Why did he agree? Probably for two 
reasons: in the first place, it was expedient; in the second place, 
Roosevelt himself harbored deeply felt anti-Japanese prejudices. 
(Daniels, p. 72)

a
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III. SEMANTIC MANIPULATION

The United States President, the secretary of war, the United

States military, the Department of Justice, the United States

Congress, and the Supreme Court all participated in and upheld the 

♦ policy of Japanese-American internment. The racial aspects of the

war allowed Americans to separate the Nazis under Hitler's ploy from

the view that the entire Japanese race was subversive. "A poster by

the Vererans of Foreign Wars sharpened the distinction even further,

in a familiar way, with the warning, 'Remember Hitler and the Japs

are trying to get us fighting among ourselves.' Songwriters caught

the same bias in a patriotic song called 'There'll Be No Adolf Hitler

nor Yellow Japs to Fear."' (Dower, p. 78) In American speech there

was a place for the ''good Germans and Italians” but Americans often

stated that the only "Good Japs are dead Japs.” The United States

government "incarcerated Japanese-Americans en masse, while

taking no comparable action against residents of German or Italian
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origin/' (Dower, p. 79) One of the reasons why Americans 

seemed to hate the Japanese more than the Nazis was stated by 

General Blarney; Americans believed "the Japanese were subhuman."

(Dower, p. 77)

After his return to the United States from Japan in 1942,

“United States Ambassador Joseph Grew, who some Westerners

regarded as an oracle on things Japanese, drew equally upon the 

insect and animal kingdoms in his lectures about the enemy.... his

# most often-quoted statements about the Japanese people in general

were those which also basically depersonalized them." (Dower, p. 83)

Ernie Pyle, the folk hero of American war correspondents, had

gained prominence reporting the European war; in 1945 he was sent to

the Pacific. Pyle added his journalism as witness against the 

Japanese being human. Pyle's dispatches carried the news that “the

enemy in Asia was different. In Europe we felt that our enemies,

horrible and deadly as they were, were still people.... 'But out here I 

soon gathered that the Japanese were looked upon as something 

subhuman and repulsive; the way some people feel about cockroaches 

or mice."' (Dower, p. 78) By 1945, Ernie Pyle's articles were carried 

by nearly seven hundred newspapers and reached an American
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audience of about fourteen million readers. His anti-Japanese

reporting fed America’s racism.

Pyle was not alone in supporting racist images and 

expressions connected with the Japanese. The Les Angefes Timei 

printed: “A viper is nonetheless a viper wherever the egg is

hatched—so a Japanese-American, born of Japanese parents, grows up 

to be a Japanese not an American." (Dower, p. 80) Linguistic tactics 

softened the reality of killing men by assigning the Japanese the

• status of animals, reptiles, and insects such as monkeys, baboons,

gorillas, dogs, sheep, mice and rats, vipers and rattlesnakes, and

cockroaches. Crude names for the Germans did not create such

deviling images; names such as heinies, Huns, Jerrys, and Krauts.

Racial slang was an everyday, common place manner used to

refer to the Japanese. The media and official government memos

carried the use of such words as "Nip" or "Jap." Time, Life, and

routinely used the terms "whipped puppies,” "mad dogs,"

and "yellow dogs” when referring to the Japanese. Song writers and

the music world released tunes such as "’Vou’re a Sap, Mister Jap,’

"Let’s Take a Rap at the Jap,’ ’They’re Gonna Be Playing Taps on the 

Japs,’ and ’We’re Gonna Have to Slap the Dirty Little Jap."’(Dower,
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p. 81) The "Jap" song titles proved popular as did such tunes as 

"Good-bye Mama, l‘m Off to Yokohama,” and "We've Got to Do a Job on

the Japs, Baby." Racial slang and the popular use of anti-Japanese

words allowed racists to categorize the Japanese as faceless,

incorrigible enemies.

The dehumanization of the Japanese deepened the chasm between

Americans and Japanese-Americans.

"The verbal stripping of their humanity was accompanied by 
humiliating treatment that reinforced the impression of being

• less than human. They were not merely driven from their homes
and communities on the West Coast and rounded up like cattle, 
but actually forced to live in facilities meant for animals for 
weeks and even months before being moved to their final 
quarters in the relocation camps. . . . Evacuees were initially 
housed in horse or cattle stalls at various fairgrounds. . .. The 
only redeeming touch of grace in these circumstances lay in the 
dignity of the victims themselves." (Dower, p.82)

Western journalists referred to the Japanese as "apes in khaki"

and writers and cartoonists used monkey or ape imagery. Marines in

the Marianas combined the words "Japs" and "apes" to form "Japes."

The illustrations are endless and the point clear, the subhuman

caricatures on the enemy, clouded the ability to view the foe as 

rational or even as human beings. The incarceration became the

humane act of penning the beasts. Metaphors and lingistic symbols
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took on expressions that patriotic people used to rationalize personal

and national acts against the constitution.



IV. AMERICA COMMUNICATES WITH JAPAN:

UNDERSTANDING BEGINS

The end of World War II moved the United States into a position

of occupation over Japan. “Both sides learned they had been the 

victims of wartime propaganda." (Thomson, et al, p. 206) The desire

to understand one another was soon evident. How incredible the

inconsistency when comparing the acts of racism carried out during 

war with the harmony that developed between Japan and America as

rejuvenation began. Whatever the reasons, credit must be given to

both nations for the will to surpass hatred and move forward.

From the book, Sentimental Imperialists, authors James C.

Thomson, Jr., Peter W. Stanley, and John Curtis Perry contrast General

Douglas MacArthur, Supreme Commander of American occupation, and 

Commodore Matthew Perry. The authors highlight similar personality

traits of MacArthur and Perry: high ranking and war-honored,
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dramatic, strong-willed men, both capable of fulfilling purpose. The 

authors words best portray the greater destiny of the men as

reflected in Japanese-American history: "Each carried to Japan a 

sense of mission; each was firmly convinced of the rectitude of 

American purpose, arid fully persuaded of the universal applicability

of the American ideal. Each, in short, personified the desires of a 

large number of his compatriots at a particular time." (Thomson, et 

al, p. 20?) General MacArthur as well as Commodore Perry

• communicated American intentions and purposes to Japan. The

actions of both men further related the policies of the United States

government to the American people.

Following Japan's surrender, General MacArthur was the

Supreme Commander during the era of occupation. "The American 

government seemed glad to have General MacArthur seize the 

initiative and keep it." (Thomson, et al, p. 209) MacArthur was a 

dynamic and lofty leader; some Japanese referred to him as the 

"Blue-Eyed Shogun." He and his staff had a dramatic impact upon the

communication process of occupation.

This process of turning well-established negative images about 
so that they provoked a constructive rather than destructive 
response carried over to the companion metaphors to that of the
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child which were so conspicuous in the anti-Japanese rhetoric. 
Thus, the Japanese "savage" or "primitive" was to be civilized. 
The fanatic or madman was to be calmed down and cured, in the 
former case, much of the reformist agenda of the occupation was 
thus pharased in terms of eliminating the more primitive, 
tribal-arid, especially "feudal'-legacies of the Japanese past. 
For General MacArthur, as for his staff, Japan's pernicious 
“feudal" legacy was the key to defining the targets of the 
reformist agenda; where "child" guided his understanding of the 
psychology of the Japanese, and “feudal" guided his critical 
approach to their institutions. (Dower, p. 304)

While America should be given credit for directive support and

vast aid to the restoration of war-torn Japan, Americans promoted

• the attitude of being Japan's sole savior. The attitude becomes

another example of distortion communicated to America for the

benefit of the United States government. In Sentimental Imperialists

the authors emphasize the positive effects of America's

constitutional, business, educational, arid land reforms introduced

throughout Japan. However, Reischauer presents broader reasoning

behind Japan's rejuvenation:

Without the Japanese people's capacity for hard work and 
cooperation, their universal literacy, their high levels of 
government efficiency, their great organizational skills and 
industrial know how, and their considerable experience with the 
democratic institutions of elections and parliamentary 
government, the American reforms would probably have sunk into 
a sea of confusion. (Reischauer, p. 244)

To be clear, American intention to restore Japan after the war was
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carried out with remarkable success. The success was highly

publicized via mass communication channels throughout America.

Nonetheless, the positive strides were not the accomplishment of

America alone; the Japanese people deserve recognition for their

unending efforts. The point remains that Americans assumed an

attitude of having done everything for Japan.

In the years that have followed, American reaction to Japan's

"economic miracle” reflects a conflict of feeling. The conflict is 

• experienced when Americans compare the economic growth produced

by rebuilding post-war Japan with the current position of the

United States economy. Americans stimulated the Japanese 

economy; nevertheless, Japan "relentlessly pursued the goal of 

economic growth. ... The Japanese economy has primarily focused not 

on foreign markets and foreign tastes so much as on the home market, 

catering to the Japanese people and their growing and increasingly 

sophisticated thirst for material satisfactions." (Thomson, et al,

p. 298)

Just os Japan cultivated the economy of the Japanese, they

became "attuned to the needs and desires of the American public.

They knew Americans wanted small cars long before Detroit did."
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(Thomson, et al,p. 299) The trade deficit between the nations

reflects grave concerns on both sides. Japan recognizes the need to 

ease the tension; however, to avert further misunderstanding America

must recognize a responsible role in the bilateral economic dilemma.

The April 8, 1985, cover of Business Week states in bold

headlines: "COLLISION COURSE: Can The U. S. Avert A Trade War With

Japan?” The Monday, April 8, 1985, front page of The Wall Street

Journal reports a feature article about the conflict of U. S.-Japanese

• trade. Perhaps, at last, the tide of America’s self-intended actions

will be guided by observations of the real issues between Japan arid

America. The Business Week editorial indicates a willingness to

understand. The article contends that Japan is better equipped to

produce reasonable, valuable goods. Business Week would have

America show more incentive to seek out diverse markets. The

article draws attention to Japan's keener competitive edge when

dealing with American business. The article goes on to address the

truth that America's inadequacies are not excuses for mismanagement

of trade relations with Japan. The intent seems to be highlighting an 

issue of equality between America arid Japan that will permit

increased intercultural understanding.
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The Wall Street Journo! article of April 8, 1985, adds crucial

insight for improving the dilemma of multicultural misunderstanding:

At home, Japanese society does business differently from 
America. The Japanese psyche looks at exporting almost as a 
national mission; Japan needs to export in volume to pay for the 
raw materials it must buy. Imports are regarded as almost 
certainly inferior. Industry has set up complex distribution 
networks that, formally or otherwise, act to shut out 
foreign-made goods. Unlike the U. S., Japan's central government 
isn't strong enough to conteract this . . . (The Wall Street 
Journal, April 8, 1985)

The writing reflects a desire to understand the different 

• circumstances of each nation. However, caution is necessary; if

the reader stops at the headlines, a misconception is projected that

Japan alone is to blame for trade grievances.

The July 14, 1986, Business Week presents a special report

titled: JAPAN IN AMERICA. The nine page layout emphasizes the

revitalization of the American auto industry with Japanese 

investment. Key issues such as economic competition and cultural

differences come to the fore. How Americans resolve the changing

American-Japanese relationship will be the result of communication

influences. The cross-cultural interactions have the potential to be

creative and positive or a return to old biases and prejudices. The

article reports both incidents of resolution arid tension between the
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nations. Communication factors have the potential to direct the two

nations toward intercultural understanding and mutually beneficial

resolutions. The efforts will take time. The Business Week

article quotes: “Kenneth Hourigan, 73, one of the few living 

survivors of the death march, who spent 3 1/2 years in [Japanese] 

prisoner-of-war camps. '1 don’t think much of it,' he says, refering to

Hitachi's ILLS, automotive electronics plant] arrival. 'But there ain't 

much I can do. They'll be accepted here eventually."' (Business Week.

• July 14, 1986)

Various newspapers and magazines use sensationalistic ideas

about America and Japan in a trade war. In order to prevent

intention from conflicting with action, America must comprehend the

trade needs of the nation as related to the realistic alternatives

within Japan. Before governments and businessmen can fully

cooperate, mutual awareness and respect must develop. Increased

understanding must then be communicated throughout America via all

the media avenues available; but in the context of historical

perspective, such understanding is likely to be difficult.

Television specials and documentaries have sought to create

better intercultural understanding between Japan and America. The
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media emphasizes the commonality between the nations and reveals

ways to better understand cultural differences. Situational comedies

such as "Gung Ho" introduce comic relief to the tensions experienced

when cultures interact. On February 1, 1987, the television series 

“60 Minutes" presented a segment on "The Model Minority." Mike 

Douglas raised the issues that Asian students are excelling in the

education systems ahead of American students. He interviewed

Vietnamese students but emphasized that on the education issue, they 

• were representative of the greater Asian community. Douglas noted

that Japanese students had experienced some Asian quota restrictions

when seeking to enter college. Douglas' final comment stated, "too

many Asian students may lead to racial conflict" as competition for

select colleges increases. Americans need to take notice now of the

subtle backlash propaganda to insure that persuasion appeals do not

escalate and cause Americans to fall back on the racist attitudes of

the past.

Success in the search for mutual cultural understanding lies in:

first, seeking the common humanity of people and avoiding emphasis

on extremes; second, pursuing the recognition of and respect for a

different scale of values; and third, expanding education and study of
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the interrelationships between language and culture. (Samovar, et al, 

p. 88) in summary, intercultural understanding becomes the antidote

for the racism that permeated the past between Japan and America.

As Americans learn to evaluate the Japanese in the context of their

own culture, the excessive propaganda tactics and persuasion appeals

lose their influence.
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CONCLUSION

Studies as early as 1937 called attention to propaganda

devices and persuasion appeals in the United States. The Institute of

Propaganda Analysis in the United States conducted a speakers’
*

bureau that instructed groups throughout the national education 

system concerning propaganda and its detection. (Doob, p. 285) Thus

Americans were not isolated from the concepts of persuasion and can

be held somewhat accountable for national racism. The Institude

identified name calling, glittering generalities, testimonials, logical

statements manipulated to stress isolated points, transfer devices

and emotional appeals as some of the many propaganda devices. In

the following years, such appeals and devices were expertly used to

convince Americans they should “jump on the band wagon" and 

participate or condone the acts of discrimination against the

Japanese race. Propaganda introduced anti-Japanese attitudes and
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beliefs that developed into racist responses for all matters

concerning the Japanese. The propaganda moved Americans to

excessive acts in war and in Japanese-American relations within the

United States.

In the book, Persuasion: Reception and Responsibility, Charles U.

Larson discusses stereotyping in connection with propaganda tactics. 

Larson notes that by "using powerful descriptive language, the 

outgroup is characterized with negative attributes and qualities.”

+ (Larson, p. 294) Larson relates propaganda devices with the beliefs

and attitudes people hold. Thus when propaganda was introduced and 

maintained, Americans began to select and believe only negative

aspects about the Japanese. Americans selectively focused on the 

"yellow peril" myth and the subhuman characteristics as applied to

the Japanese. The filters for American perceptions concerning the 

Japanese were negatively "cemented shut." 'when documented 

evidence was introduced to support Japanese-American loyalty,

national leaders chose to totally disregard the information.

In summation, the Munson intelligence-gathering ordered by the 

President was a report to determine the degree of loyalty among the

*
residents of Japanese descent located on the west coat and in Hawaii.
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Munson's twenty-five-page report corroborated the reports of U.S. 

Intelligence services, both domestic and military. The emphasis 

of the report "certified a remarkable, even extraordinary degree of 

loyalty among this generally suspect ethnic group." (Weglyn, p. 34) 

Evidence indicates that the Munson Report was known to the State,

War, and Navy departments, and heads of Cabinet posts three months

before the President discussed the contents of the report with

Cabinet member Henry L. Stimson on February 5, 1942. When the

fr Munson report was introduced as evidence in the Pearl Harbor

hearings of 1946, the facts shattered "all justification for the 

wartime suppression of the Japanese minority." (Weglyn, p. 35) The

responsibilites of past national leaders are issues worth

deliberation; however, communication factors are the current

considerations.

An ethnocentric viewpoint was the intercultural communication

error made when Americans first encountered the Japanese in

Japan. “Ethnocentrism, which is 'the tendency to interpret or to judge

all other groups, their environments, and their communication 

according to the categories and values of our own culture,'" begins to

explain American perceptions about the Japanese from 1853 through
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today. (Samovar, et al, p.194) Vast improvements in intercultural

understanding offer Americans the opportunity to overcome cultural

arrogance and the provincial naivete of the 1850s.

During the sixties, civil rights turbulence brought to America's

attention the injustices of the Japanese-American incarceration. In

1972, a documentary was prepared depicting the painful saga of the

Issei, Nisei, and the third generation, Sansei. The documentary states

early in the narration that the incarceration could not be justified due

+< to the perceived threat to the west coast. The personal, financial,

and emotional sacrifices made by the Japanese-Americans were

demonstrated throughtout the film. The most impressive sense about

the scenes was the dignity with which the interned faced their plight.

The propaganda and persuasive appeals had produced acts of

discrimination. "Guilty by Reason of Race," the film title,

exposed the motive behind America's excessive discrimination.

(Film, 1972)

An honest yet nonpolemic story about a Japanese family

that suffered internment in America points to the reason why

Americans must develop multicultural understanding. Yoshiko Uchida

was a young child when her family became a part of the mass
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evacuation; she tells her story in Desert Exile: The Uprooting of a 

Japanese-American Family. The conclusion of her book explains why

she shared her experiences. Her words become beacons in terms of

grasping the necessity of improved intercultural relations: "I wrote 

it as well for all Americans, with the hope that through knowledge 

of the past, they will never allow another group of people in America 

to be sent into a desert exile ever again.” (Yoshiko, p. 154) Yoshiko 

Uchida and the others who shared the days of incarceration have a

# 1 esson f or future generati ons.

The lack of knowledge and understanding about another culture

leads to faulty judgements; then, attitudes lead to racism and acts of 

prejudice. In this day of enlightened communication skills and

multi-communication media, there is no reasonable excuse for

continued intercultural misunderstanding. For America to guard

against foreign policy based on misconceptions, the nation will have

to heed the lessons of Yoshiko and others who sacrificed for the

sanctity of the United States. In international relations each nation

must develop a national honesty to guide behavior. A nation must

weigh intentions in the conduct of foreign policy but should also

extend the same understanding in evaluating the actions of other
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nations. Once America extends the effort necessary to understand

Japan or any other nation, the knowledge must be communicated to 

the people as a whole for only then does the country stand as one

nation dedicated to the precepts of the constitution.

t
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